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W
ith its reform and liberalisation, Chinese society has 
undergone tremendous changes in the past few decades. 
Instead of valorising labour as the sole worthy object of 
pursuit as in the past, or, going back to a more distant 

tradition, cultivating themselves to be gentle, virtuous and dutiful,       
its women are now turned towards consumption, fashion and desire. 
In the tradition of the painting of women in Chinese art as pioneered 
by Tang dynasty master painters Zhang Xuan and Zhou Fang, Shi Wei’s 
work not only holds up women as icons of beauty that reflect the 
prevailing aesthetic fashions of the age, but in presenting a record of 
the social conditions and values specific to women of this age, also 
reveals the impact of social changes on the worldview of contemporary 
women in China. 

Shi Wei’s works are an attempt at recording the indefinable anxiety 
and uncertainties faced by modern young women in China in the face of 
newly acquired social and economic freedoms. In his works, rather than 
the traditional coy or bashful posture, or the capable pose of the valiant 
worker, the female body is portrayed as open and unadulterated, often 
displaying a hint of sexiness towards the viewer – sometimes hesitant, 
sometimes outright and blatantly suggestive, other times contradictory. 
Each painting portrays a different content and temperament: some  
show happiness; some anguish, while others express utter indifference; 
each a representation of the lifestyles as well as the ideas and ideals     
of modern women.

Sometimes barely clothed and striking provocative poses, their very 
modern sexiness, tinged with a morbid palette, comes across as lifeless 
and cold, their wraith-like, visually distorted bodies reflecting their 
unrelenting pursuit of thinness as the dominant fashion or social trend. 
More ghostly than human, these women, possessed by an externally 
mediated desire towards a never-too-thin body and commercial 
definition of modern beauty, are caught up in a cycle of a paradoxically 
chimerical and always temporary and unsatisfactory fulfilment of this 
desire. As Zhou Aimin puts it, for these women, consumption has 
created a new form of oppression. As consummate consumers caught 
up in the beauty myth, their everyday actions are often dictated by an 
uncontrollable urge to consume to excess in their aspirations to the 
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Skinny Lady IV
Sculpture: Fibreglass, Limited Edition 5/8
190cm (h) x 50cm (w) x 95cm (d), 2008
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beauty ideal as espoused by fashion and media 
iconography and representations – be it the perfect 
body or unreserved sex appeal – aspired to through 
clothing, makeup, plastic surgery or unhealthy 
practices such as purging or starvation. What is 
up for show is a brand of sex appeal engendered 
and endorsed by images of celebrities and models 
in movies and on TV, and those perpetuated 
in PR photos, editorial fashion spreads and the 
media. Inspired by the fashion industry and using 
technology, Shi Wei conjures up distorted images 
containing uneasy juxtapositions and disjunctures, 
and serves up an uncanny reflection on the issues 
and costs of living in a modern consumer society.

Utterly contemporary and unyieldingly honest, 

these paintings might first strike us as being 
familiar, not a far cry from the provocative images, 
videos and profile pictures we may see of young 
women on the internet. Aimed towards a cultivation 
of a public image and external package using a 
language that society understands, these images 
reflect these young women’s need for some 
kind of public affirmation of their sex appeal or 
attractiveness. Whilst women may be traditionally 
held up as icons of beauty in the history of Chinese 
art, the sickly pallor and twisted proportions of the 
women in Shi Wei’s paintings conversely convey a 
grim image of ill-health, symbolic perhaps of the 
diseased collective soul and sickness of desire at 
the heart of hyperconsumerism.
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The Garish Bow Tie, Oil on Canvas, 180cm x 130cm, 2012
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Before the Window, Oil on Canvas, 110cm x 80cm, 2010
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At the Window, Oil on Canvas, 180cm x 120cm, 2009
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Skinny Beautiful Women Series #94, [Undone], Oil on Canvas, 180cm x 120cm, 2008
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Afternoon Ennui, Oil on Canvas, 180cm x 130cm, 2012
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The Comfortable Sofa, Oil on Canvas, 180cm x 130cm, 2012
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High-Heeled Shoes, Oil on Canvas, 180cm x 110cm, 2012
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Skinny Beautiful Women Series #92 [White Shirt], Oil on Canvas, 120cm x 180cm, 2008
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Skinny Beautiful Women Series #96 [Yellow Sofa], Oil on Canvas, 120cm x 180cm, 2008



Skinny Lady V
Sculpture: Bronze, Limited Edition 2/10
70cm (h) x 40cm (w) x 40cm (d), 2008
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